
My name is Julia Onslow-Cole and I am Head of Global Immigration at PwC as well as the Legal 

Markets Leader.  I also sit on the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan’s Brexit Experts Advisory Group 

and I was recently appointed to the newly established Home Office EU Immigration Employers’ 

Representative Group.  I am grateful for the opportunity of sharing my experiences with you today 

as it is essential that European Parliamentarians are part of the ongoing dialogue and debate 

which is of vital importance for business.  I am very pleased to be here. 

  

I lead one of the largest global immigration networks with more than 1600 experts in 174 countries. 

In March last year I was appointed to the Global Leadership Team for PwC’s worldwide legal 

practice covering all lines of service.  I also sit on the Board for the Council for Global Immigration 

in Washington.  My role allows me to have a deep understanding of the challenges Business face 

in relation to Brexit and since the referendum I have been speaking to Business across a wide 

range of sectors from start-ups to large multinationals, to understand the challenges they and 

their EU citizen employees face.  

  

Since my last appearance before the European Parliament there has been good progress in 

relation to the position of EU citizens. Business has welcomed the Joint Report from the EU and 

the UK in December.  The Joint Report has given clarification about the position of Union and UK 

citizens who have exercised free movement rights by the date of the UK’s withdrawal from the 

EU. 

 

The Institute for Government recently published some interesting information on the way the 

Home Office has rapidly responded to a big challenge with Brexit and deserves more credit than 

they have been given. Prior to the referendum the number of applications for permanent residence 

received by the Home Office was around 24,000 per quarter. By quarter 1 2017 they had received 

127,500 and during this huge surge staff increased by just 5%1.  

  

The UK Government is now undertaking detailed planning of the new registration system to 

ensure that it is simple to use and will enable swift and easy registration of EU citizens.  In addition, 

the Home Office is ensuring that the system is linked to other Government departments such as 

the Inland Revenue to alleviate any burden on EU citizens providing unnecessary documentation. 

I have seen an early version of the new system and in my view can say that it will meet 

expectations in terms of its simplicity.  

  

In addition, I know the Home Office is working closely with stakeholders and has formed three 

different stake holding groups: one that represents EU nationals, one that represents employers 

and one that represents European counterparts to ensure that everyone is fully consulted.  

Enormous consideration is rightly being given by the Home Office to communications in general 

to ensure that improved communications are given to EU citizens and employers. 

  

                                                
1 Institute for Government - Data on Permanent Residence & UKVI 

https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publication/performance-tracker-autumn-2017/UK-Visas-and-Immigration 

 



Despite all this good work and progress we are still receiving some evidence from various 

business sectors and EU citizens themselves that they are feeling concerned and confused and 

this is affecting their decision to stay or move to the UK. It is also impacting their lives on a daily 

basis. In addition, I have seen at first hand at how this is also affecting business investment 

decisions particularly for those business sectors which rely heavily on EU labour. All parties are 

seeking further clarification of the Joint Report and further details of the road map to the future 

position. It is therefore essential that clear communications are given to both business and EU 

citizens directly and to UK citizens in Europe. 

  

At my last appearance before the European Parliament I commented on the report that PwC had 

undertaken looking at the evidence regarding the reliance of different sectors of business on EU 

migration and the impact of a reduction in this area.  I referred in particular to the joint report PwC 

undertook with London First entitled “Facing Facts:  The impact of migrants on London, its 

workforce and its economy”2.  This report looked at London’s workforce over a 10 year period and 

the conclusion was that each migrant worker contributed a net additional £46,000 in Gross Value 

Add per annum to London’s economy.  With approximately 1.8 million migrant workers that 

amounts to £83billion, almost one quarter of London’s Gross Value Add per annum.  

  

PwC has recently launched at Davos its annual CEO Survey where nearly 1300 CEOs were 

asked to highlight their concerns for the next 12 months.  Approximately 80% of all of the CEOs 

said they were concerned about the availability of key skills and the percentage of UK CEOs who 

raised this concern was even higher. It is interesting to note that in 2013 concern about the 

availability of key skills was only 64% so this is a noticeable increasing trend. Another important 

conclusion of the survey was that 88% of CEOs thought that their business would grow. 

  

Andrew Sentance the Senior Economic Adviser to PwC has commented recently on the global 

economy and said that taking all the key indicators of the health of the global economy together 

– growth, unemployment and inflation, we are currently in the most positive period of economic 

performance for the world economy since the financial crisis. It is no surprise that the search for 

talent and key skills is moving to the top of business agendas. In this context it is important to say 

that whilst clearer communications will help to resolve remaining uncertainty about those Union 

and UK citizens exercising free movement before the date of the UK’s withdrawal from Europe, 

the next stage in the negotiations between the UK and EU are key. 

  

It is so important that an agreement is reached as soon as possible about EU and UK citizens’ 

positions during a transition or implementation stage and a final stage beyond that. I note that the 

European Council’s recently published supplementary directives for the second phase of the 

negotiation state that the provisions of the Citizens’ rights part of the Withdrawal Agreement 

should apply as from the end of the transition period and the ‘specified date’ in paragraph 8 of the 

Joint Report should consequently be defined as that of the end of the transition period. Many 

businesses would like EU citizens that entered the UK after the UK has exited the EU to have the 

same rights as those that entered before exit. Business and those individuals affected will be 

                                                
2 PwC and London First - Facing Facts:  The impact of migrants on London, its workforce and its economy 

https://www.pwc.co.uk/legal/pdf/facing-facts-the-impact-of-migrants-on-london-its-workforce-and-economy.pdf 



encouraged by the proposed transitional arrangements contained in the draft negotiating directive 

published this week that gives certainty with respect to the status of EU nationals during a 

transitional period.   

 

Whilst we await the detailed response of the UK Government, my view is that the current indication 

is that there is little between the two sides on the terms of the transitional arrangements with 

respect to EU citizens’ rights. 

 

Of course, the period of the transitional arrangements and what happens once those end is still a 

concern for business and individuals. I hope that these issues can be resolved as quickly as 

possible so that there is a minimum of disruption to both EU and UK business and citizens. 

Business is faced with a plethora of complex issues including such things as automation, robotics 

and the future work. Reaching agreement on the situation of EU citizens and UK citizens is rightly 

a priority for many of us. 

 

 

 


